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No Regrets 2021 Conference Schedule (Lincroft Bible Church)
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Seminar Descriptions listed by Time Slot:
9:30 Sanctuary - Welcome, Worship, and Testimony Keynote: Chris Brown
10:30 Sanctuary – Eric Mason – Life Beyond Regret: How do I live a life beyond regret? Most men are living with regrets that keep them from
being the man God intended him to be. Learn how we can live a life beyond those regrets.
10:30 Fellowship Hall – Greg Marshall – Redeeming your work: To “redeem” your work is to save it from being a meaningless routine or harmful
obsession, to make it a fruitful expression of God’s purpose in your life.In this session we will look closely at a practical theology of work that will
liberate your calling within your work context.
11:30 Sanctuary Bryan Carter - Biblical Masculinity: Our culture seems to be redefining manhood and what it means to be masculine. What
does it mean to be a man? What does the bible have to say about it? Bryan will help us unpack true biblical masculinity.
11:30 Fellowship Hall – Matt Erickson - Growing in Christ during Trying Times: All of us face trouble. We’ve seen that in this past year, from a
global pandemic to national divisions to our own personal challenges. The New Testament book of James says, we should “consider it pure
joy...whenever you face trials of many kinds.” So how do we do that? Join this seminar as we explore what it means to grow with Christ during
trying times.
12:30 Sanctuary - Wilfredo DeJesus - In the Gap: The gap is a place ofweakness, vulnerability and danger. Learn what happens with people stand
in the gap. Each person's contribution matters. Every act of love counts. Every courageous deed makes a difference.
12:30 Fellowship Hall - Bryan Carter – Marriage: What does God say about how I should treat my wife? I need help and practical guidance. Hear
why marriage is such a soul-shaping experience.

